accepted for publication in Phys. Rev. E With molecular dynamics protein dynamics can be simulated in atomic detail. Current computers are not fast enough to probe all available conformations, but fluctuations around one conformation can be sampled to a reasonable extent. The motions with the largest fluctuations can be filtered out of a simulation using covariance or principal component analysis. A problem with this analysis is that random diffusion can appear as correlated motion. We analyze how long a simulation should be to obtain relevant results for global motions. We also show a good indicator exists for bad sampling.
Introduction
Proteins are complex objects with motions in a large range of length and time scales. In a classical description of protein dynamics the fluctuations range from bond and angle vibrations of tenths of rAngstroms on the femtosecond time-scale to (un)folding of the whole protein on a time scale of seconds. Currently there are no experimental techniques which can follow the detailed dynamics of proteins in time. This leaves Molecular Dynamics as the only tool to study this regime. With the current computers, simulations of proteins are limited to hundreds of nanoseconds.
In a trajectory of a protein the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms contain a mixture of fast and slow modes of motion. Covariance or principal component analysis, which has also been termed quasi-harmonic analysis [71] , 'Molecule Optimal Dynamic Coordinates" [58, 59] and "Essential Dynamics" [60] , can be used to separate these modes of motion based on amplitude. In a protein a few modes contain more than half of the total fluctuation in the system. For a long simulation the first few modes usually describe global, collective motions. But one has to be careful when interpreting the results of such an analysis, since random diffusion can produce patterns which resemble collective behavior. There are several examples in the literature where cosine-shaped principal components have been interpreted as transition of the protein from one state to another. Recently is has been proven that such cosines also emerge from random diffusion without potential [72] . For short protein simulations the first few principal components will always be caused by random diffusion, since the time is to short to reach barriers in the potential. In this paper we will assess when effects of the potential become visible in the first few principal components. This determines the minimum simulation length which is required to draw any conclusions on global motions in the protein. First we will describe principal component analysis in more detail.
Most degrees of freedom of a protein will be highly constrained due to bonded interactions between the atoms. The protein moves in a AE-dimensional space, where AE is 3 times the number of atoms. Only a few of these degrees of freedom will contribute significantly to the global fluctuations of the protein. To find these degrees of freedom we use mass-weighted covariance or principal component analysis. This is the equivalent of normal mode analysis at non-zero temperatures [55, 73] . The analysis can be applied on any high-dimensional set of coordinates Ü´Øµ. After a translational and rotational fit of all structures to a reference structure, the mass-weighted covariance matrix is built and diagonalized:
where an over-line denotes averaging over time, Å is a diagonal matrix containing the masses of the particles and AE is 3 times the number of particles. The 'th column of the rotation matrix Ê is the eigenvector or principal mode corresponding to eigenvalue .
The eigenvalue is the mean square fluctuation in the direction of the principal mode. The projections of Ü on the eigenvectors are the principal components:
Principal component analysis is just a rotation of space, where Ô´Øµ are the new, massweighted, rotated coordinates. We will apply the analysis to four molecular dynamics trajectories of proteins and a model system.
Molecular Dynamics simulations
We performed four molecular dynamics simulations of 40 ns each of two different proteins in explicit solvent. The proteins are HPr, Histidine containing phosphocarrier protein, of 85 residues and T4-lysozyme of 164 residues. The simulations were performed with the Gromacs package [2], using the Gromos96 forcefield [74] . In all simulations we removed the angle vibrations of the hydrogens in the protein, by replacing the hydrogen atoms with interaction sites [75] . The hydrogen charges were fixed at the position of the minimum of the angle potentials. This procedure, together with the LINCS algorithm for constraining bonds [10] enables the use of a time step of 4 fs. The temperature was coupled to 300 Kelvin, the pressure to 1 bar, using a Berendsen thermostat and barostat [12] , with coupling times of 0.1 and 1 ps respectively. The starting structure for the HPr simulations was taken from PDB entry 1poh [76] . The protein with 89 crystal waters was solvated in a truncated octahedron with a nearest image distance of 5.5 nm. The total number of SPC water molecules [25] was 3841. After energy minimization we performed two simulations of 40 nanoseconds using different random initial velocities. We used a twin-range cut-off of 1.0/1.4 nm. Forces below 1.0 nm were updated every step, the forces between 1.0 and 1.4 nm and the neighbor list were updated every 5 steps.
The starting structure for the T4-lysozyme simulations was taken from PDB entry 2lzm [77] . The protein with 118 crystal waters was solvated in a rhombic dodecahedron with a nearest image distance of 7 nm. After energy minimization we neutralized the system by replacing 8 waters with 8 chlorine ions. The ions were inserted at the water oxygen position with the most favorable electrostatic potential, the potential was re-calculated after every ion insertion. The total number of water molecules was 7156. After another energy minimization we performed two simulations of 40 ns, using different random initial velocities. A reaction-field with a dielectric constant of 80 was used to prevent accumulation of ions at the cut-off. We used a twin-range cut-off of 1.0/1.5 nm.
For HPr the average root mean square deviation (RMSD) of C « atoms over 5-40 ns with the pdb structure is 0.29 nm for the first and 0.23 nm for the second trajectory. and HPr simulation 2 (lower-right triangle).
After diverging initially, the two trajectories come closer together. The RMSD between the final structures is 0.24 nm. The fold and most of the secondary structure stays intact during the simulations, the RMSD is mainly caused by a slight re-orientation of the secondary structure elements with respect to each other. For lysozyme the average root mean square deviation (RMSD) of C « atoms over 5-40 ns with the pdb structure is 0.28 nm for the first and 0.32 nm for the second trajectory. The main motion is hinge-bending of the two domains. In the first simulation the protein closes with respect to the pdb structure, in the second one it opens. We applied the program DynDom [78] on the two structures from the first and second simulation which have the highest RMSD with respect to each other. DynDom reports a 71 degree rotation between two domains, which consist of residues 14-58, 65-78 and residues 3-13, 79-159 respectively. In Figures 7.1 and 7.2 RMSD-matrices are shown in which transitions between conformations can be easily seen. It is impossible to cluster the sampled conformations in a unique way. But roughly one could say that each simulation samples three conformations with a time-span between 4 and 22 ns. The average RMSD between structures within each conformation is between 0.1 and 0.15 nm. The RMSD between structures from different conformations ranges from 0.2 to 0.4 nm. We searched in all simulations for time intervals in which the protein seems to move around only one structure. As a tool to find such intervals we used principal component analysis on the C « atoms. Since all C « atoms have the same mass, we did the analysis non mass-weighted. The criterion for sampling around one structure was that the distribution of the principal components (pc's) was close to Gaussian. As a measure for similarity to a Gaussian distribution we used the relative deviation of the third and fourth central moments from those of a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and variance. We identified a number of candidate intervals by visual inspection of the RMSD matrices. From this set of intervals we selected the two where the pc's were closest to Gaussian. In the first HPr simulation we found interval 5-19.1 ns, the average deviation from Gaussian over all pc's, weighted with the widths of the distributions, is 7% and 3% for the third and fourth central moment respectively. In the second lysozyme simulation we found interval 13.3-26.8 ns, the deviations are 11% and 7%. All structures were fitted to the first structure of the interval.
The eigenvalues depend on the principal component index as a power law with an exponent of -4/3 (not shown), except for the first 9 eigenvalues of HPr, which have an exponent of about -2/3. The first 4 pc's for the time intervals are shown in Figures 7.3 and (7.4. All pc's exhibit rapid fluctuations on the order of tens of picoseconds and slower fluctuations on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. Only the fourth pc of the lysozyme simulation shows significant "non-random" behavior with a jump between 2 states at 23 ns. Inertia effects are negligible, since the velocity auto-correlation functions of the pc's (not shown) have a negative minimum around 1 picosecond, which is an order of magnitude shorter than the correlation times of the pc's. The over-damped dynamics together with the Gaussian distribution of the pc's suggests the approximation of diffusion in a high-dimensional harmonic potential. In this approximation the force constant for the harmonic potential of pc is given by:
where is the Boltzmann constant, Ì is the temperature and is the eigenvalue or mean square fluctuation of pc . The friction coefficient is given by:
where is a correlation time. The auto-correlation functions of the pc's can be fitted well with a sum of two exponentials: Figure 7 .5. Although the friction constants vary by an order of magnitude, they show little systematic dependence on the PC index. Only the last 17 friction constants for the slow fluctuations of HPr are significantly higher than first 13. which are significantly higher than first 13. When we discard the high friction constant of pc number 15 of HPr, the average ratio of the slow over the fast friction constants is 33 for both HPr and lysozyme. This analysis suggests that the global dynamics of both proteins is governed by a fast and a slow diffusion process, for which the diffusion constants are independent of the direction. In the harmonic approximation the high-dimensional energy landscapes for both processes are almost identical. The harmonic force constants are close to linear with pc index.
To study the convergence of the sampling, we divided both intervals in up to 256 sub intervals, with steps of a factor of 2. On each of these sub-intervals we performed principal component analysis. This gives good statistics for the short intervals and bad (Figure 7 .6), which is equal to the square root of the sum of eigenvalues divided by the number of atoms. The fluctuations of HPr seem to have leveled off at 14 ns, the fluctuations of lysozyme still increase at 14 ns, but with a smaller slope than at shorter times.
As a measure for the convergence of the sampled space, we can use the overlap of the fluctuations. This can be done in terms of covariance matrices. The elements of the covariance matrix are proportional to the square of the displacement, so we need to take the square root of the matrix to examine the extent of sampling. The square root can be calculated from the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors, which are the columns Ê of the rotation matrix Ê. For a symmetric and diagonally-dominant matrix of size AE ¢ AE the square root can be calculated as:
where diag´µ is a diagonal matrix. It can be verified easily that the product of this matrix with itself gives . Now we can define a difference between covariance matrices and as follows:
where tr is the trace of a matrix. We can now define the overlap × as:
The overlap is 1 if and only if matrices and are identical. It is 0 when the sampled sub-spaces are completely orthogonal. This measure has several advantages over the commonly used subspace overlap, which is the overlap between the sub-spaces of the first Ò and Ò eigenvectors of matrix and . The subspace overlap depends strongly on Ò and Ò . Also, it ignores the eigenvalues. Thus differences between eigenvectors with small and large eigenvalues contribute equally. But more importantly, (nearly-) degenerate sub-spaces are treated incorrectly. When two or more eigenvalues are equal, the orientation of the corresponding eigenvectors within the subspace is random. This will cause a random difference in the subspace overlap number, whereas for the covariance matrix overlap measure these identical sub-spaces do not contribute to the difference. We compared the covariance matrices for each time with the matrices over the whole intervals (Figure 7 .7). The overlap is not an exact measure of the convergence, since the covariances have not converged after 14 ns. It should, however, give a good indication, especially for the HPr interval, since the total fluctuation seems to be converged. After an initial fast increase the overlap for both proteins increases linearly, until an interval length of 7 ns, where the overlap increases sharply. This is because the total length is 14 ns, whereas convergence is probably obtained at times scales of one or two orders of magnitude larger.
A possible measure for the sampling of a simulation could be the cosine content of the pc's. The first few principal components of random diffusion, without potential, are cosines with the number of periods equal to half the principal component index, as was proven in [72] . A measure for similarity to random diffusion is the cosine content:
The cosine content can take values between 0, no cosine, and 1, a perfect cosine. It is an absolute measure, which can be extracted from one covariance analysis, in contrast to many other convergence measures, which require comparisons of quantities between different analysis intervals. The cosine content for the time intervals is shown in Figure 7 .8. The average cosine content decreases from 70% at 50 ps to almost 0 at 14 ns. This would make the cosine content a good indicator for convergence, but unfortunately the deviations from the average are of the size of the average itself. The overlap (expression (7.11)) of the sampling for each sub-interval length with the sampling over the total 14 ns for HPr (thick line) and lysozyme (thin line). The lines are averages over all sub-intervals, the error bars indicate the intervals containing 90% of the points. Figure 7 .8: The cosine content (expression (7.12)) of the first principal component as a function of the length of the sub-interval for HPr (thick line) and lysozyme (thin line). The lines are averages over all sub-intervals, the error bars indicate the intervals containing 90% of the points.
Sampling in protein simulations

One-dimensional diffusion
Diffusion in a harmonic potential is described by a stochastic differential equation: dÜ dØ Ü · Ö´Øµ Ö´Øµ Ö´Ø · µ ¾ AE´ µ (7.15) where AE´ µ is the Dirac delta function. The parameter , which is the inverse correlation time and the diffusion constant are determined by the force constant of the harmonic potential, the friction constant , the temperature T and the Boltzmann constant : When simulating a complex system it is generally not known where the minimum of the potential is located. The best estimate for the center is a time average over the simulation (assuming it started from an equilibrated conformation). For the model system, we can calculate how much the average position deviates from 0, when starting from position ¼ :
here denotes ensemble averaging and an over-line denotes time averaging, the full derivation is given in appendix 7.A. When we also ensemble average over the starting positions, which are Gaussian distributed with variance , the expression simplifies to:
The deviation from the average can be expanded for Ì or ½ Ì small:
The average position converges to zero as ½ Ô Ì , this reflects the fact that for long times the positions are uncorrelated. The ½ Ô Ì convergence is equivalent to the ½ Ô Ò convergence of the average over Ò independent draws from a distribution.
When a minimum has been sampled to a reasonable extent, the variance over the simulation is a good indication for the size of the energy well. In the model system we can calculate the convergence of the variance, when starting from position ¼ ; 7.27) or when starting from an ensemble average:
We can expand the variance for Ì small, using 7.22:
This shows that on short time-scales the system behaves purely diffusive. The variance and the expansions for short and long times are plotted in Figure 7 .9. It is not possible to calculate the expectation of the cosine content analytically, because of the stochastic term in the denominator. The expectation of the numerator only can be calculated (see appendix 7.A, equation (A.8)), it is also plotted in Figure 7 .9. 
Diffusion with two time-scales
In the protein simulations each principal component has 2 correlation times, which differ more than an order of magnitude. To model this we can let the position of the minimum in equation ( 
When variance of Ü is and the diffusion of the minimum contributes a fraction of ¬ to the variance, the diffusion constants are given by:
Because Ü is much larger than Ý , we can consider Ý in equation (7.30) as a parameter and treat the two stochastic differential equations separately. In this approximation the expectation of the variance of Ü over an interval of length Ì is:
High-dimensional diffusion
The one-dimensional model with 2 time-scales can be extended to AE dimensions by simply combining AE uncorrelated one-dimensional models:
The stochastic terms have expectation 0 and the variances are delta correlated:
This model describes diffusion in an AE-dimensional harmonic potential, with 2 correlation times for each dimension. To mimic protein dynamics, we chose the force constants equal for Ü and Ý , proportional to and the diffusion constants independent of the di- Figure 7 .10: The top curve is the square root of the sum of variances over all 30 coordinates as a function of time, divided by the value at full sampling. The dashed line is the analytical curve (expression (7.46)) The bottom curve is the overlap (expression (7.11)) of the sampled space with the space at full sampling. All values are averages over 100 simulations, the error bars indicate the intervals containing 90% of the points.
with a different random seed. The simulations were analyzed for time intervals with 16 different lengths, ranging from ½ ´ ½¾ µ to .
The only quantity for which the expectation can easily be calculated analytically is the sum of variances Î´Ì µ:
For the model system Î´½µ is ¼ . In Figure 7 .10 the average of Õ Î´Ì µ Î´½µ over the simulations in plotted, which matches the analytical expression exactly. The range in which the transition from random diffusion to full fluctuation takes place is larger than in the one-dimensional case, since the time-scales in the different dimensions cover a range of ¿¼. The length of the transition range can be scaled by choosing a different exponent for the 's in (7.41) and (7.42). Figure 7 .10 also shows a measure for the convergence of the sampled space ×, which is defined in appendix 7.A (expression (7.11)). The cosine content (expression (7.12)) of the first principal component as a function of time. The curve is the average over 100 simulations, the error bars indicate the intervals containing 90% of the points.
When the time evolution of a high-dimensional system is known, but the potential is unknown or too complex to analyze, the only method to find the directions with the largest fluctuations is principal component analysis. There are two limiting types of behavior in the model system. On very short time scales, Ü AE Ì ½, the systems behaves purely diffusive. This regime was analyzed in [72] . The principal modes have a random orientation and the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix decrease with the square of the index. The pc's are cosines with the number of periods equal to half the eigenvector index. On very long time-scales, Ý ½ Ì ½, the principal modes are oriented along the coordinate axis. pc converge to Ü , the eigenvalues to ´ µ. On intermediate time-scales the principal modes will be partially oriented in the coordinate directions. The first few pc's will still resemble cosines. We analyzed this qualitatively using the ensemble of 100 trajectories and with an analytical approximation for the first pc. No fitting was used in the principal component analyses.
The cosine content of the first principal component (7.12) is shown in Figure 7 .11, both for the simulations and for the analytical approximation. As expected, the analytical approximation overestimates the cosine content at intermediate times. Although the average cosine content decreases monotonically in time, it is not a sensitive measure for sampling because of the large fluctuations over the different simulations. When the cosine content is close to 1, one can be sure that the simulation is not converged. When the cosine content is close to 0, one could have full sampling, but it is equally possible that the simulation time is about ¾ or less, where the sampling is far from converged and the diffusional motion dominates.
Discussion
In the presented simulations the two proteins jump in a relatively short time from one shallow potential well to another. The time spent in each well is relatively long. The behavior of the proteins, in the 14 nanoseconds that they spend in one well, and the model system is nearly diffusive on short time-scales and becomes more ordered on long time-scales. When the longest correlation time in the model, ½ is chosen as 2 ns for HPr and as 4 ns for lysozyme the quantitative agreement with the model is good. This holds for the total fluctuation, the overlap of the sampled spaces and the cosine content. The agreement can be partially explained by the three adjustable parameters, which are the exponent of the eigenvalue curve, the ratio of the two correlation times and the ratio of the amplitudes of the slow and fast fluctuations. However, the exact exponent of the eigenvalue curve is not critical; HPr and lysozyme have exponents of about -2/3 and -4/3 respectively, while in the model we used an exponent of -1. The model is relatively simple in the sense that the force constants scale with the same exponent and the slow and fast diffusion constant do not depend on the spatial direction. An important observation is that the model also describes the spread around the averages correctly. This means that not only the average properties of the proteins and the model, but also the ensembles of trajectories are similar. Although the correlation times of the individual degrees of freedom can differ up to a factor 2 from the algebraic model curve, this does not significantly influence the global behavior. For short time scales the model is compatible with the one proposed by Amadei et al [67] , which was not intended to model the long time behavior.
An advantage of the model system is that the convergence behavior can be studied accurately. This is impossible for proteins, not only because of the current speed of computers, but more importantly because proteins tend to jump to different conformations on a time scale which is not much longer than the longest correlation time within a conformation. One should realize that because of these jumps it is impossible to get a complete picture of the available phase-space, with the current speed of computers. Even when the protein stays in one conformation during a simulation, a jump could occur when the simulation is prolonged.
Thus the global behavior of the two proteins during the chosen intervals can be described as diffusion in a high-dimensional harmonic potential, of which the position of the minimum diffuses in a potential of the same shape, but on a much longer time scale. The behavior can be interpreted as thermal motion of slow, collective coordinates in a potential of mean force of the faster degrees of freedom of the protein and the solvent. The minimum of this potential fluctuates slowly around an average, probably due to slow rearrangement of the packing of the side chains.
Using the model system we estimate that the 14 ns intervals of the protein simulations are approximately 8 and 4 times longer than the longest correlation time for HPr and lysozyme. The longest correlations times for the proteins obtained from the fits of the auto-correlations of the pc's are shorter than a nanosecond. However, fitting the autocorrelation of the pc's of the model system shows that ½ is underestimated on average by a factor of 2 and 3 for simulation times of and respectively. The simulation time needs to be increased by an order of magnitude to obtain a reasonable estimate of the longest correlation time. Nevertheless, the chosen intervals seem to be long enough to estimate the mean square fluctuation.
Our hope was that with the model system we could find some indicator which provides a good prediction of the convergence of the sampling around one conformation. The total fluctuation, a simple property, is not suitable, since it increases logarithmically on intermediate time-scales. The cosine content of the first principal component seems more promising. The sampling as defined by the overlap (expression (7.11)) is approximately equal to 1 minus the cosine content. Unfortunately, the fluctuations in the cosine content are of the size of the average. This renders it useless as an indicator, since an accurate value can only be obtained by averaging over many pieces of a long trajectory. The cosine content is a useful negative indicator. When the first principal component is similar to a cosine with half a period, the sampling is far from converged. From the results for the protein simulations and the model system we can conclude that all quantities are too uncertain to predict the long term sampling from a short simulation. The only way to assess the convergence of sampling of a short simulation seems to be by performing a longer one.
